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The Maze, Tiree

Thanks to funding from the Community Learning Exchange and the Scottish Government,
we were able to organise a group learning visit and as series of workshops and discussion
sessions for S.I.F members. Over 18 to 20 September representatives from twenty
Scottish islands visited the amazing island of Tiree to learn about and discuss social care,
housing, marine plastic, population change, clean energy, Brexit, the Crown Estate and
the Islands (Scotland) Act.

Day 1. Island Catch Up
Sandy, Mull & Iona: Development Trust is going well, employs a number of staff, and has
taken forward a wide range of project including housing, two new houses have been built
and land is in place for a further three in the Ulva Ferry area; a childcare project is also
moving forward with land identified and initial plans have been drawn up. Frustrations
are around lack of joined up working in island governance e.g. planning and roads
departments say different things and this delays things being done. Also believe we

should campaign for better decision making locally through the new democracy bill.
Thomas, South Uist: local democracy is important. As island communities we sometimes
have a tendency to focus on the negatives instead of the amazing strength of community
and fantastic achievements – community sector in Uist provides 1 out of 10 jobs (apart
from the public sector). The community sector is doing well but it could do even better
with more support.
Jenny, Bute: Samsø in Denmark highlighted as a ‘lighthouse’ island and something to aim
for – it is the first island in the world to be completely powered by renewable energy.
Activities developed from Fyne Futures include Fyne Homes, plastic and paper collection
and recycling, EV rental and Bute produce. (Bute population of 6,500)
Imogen, Sanday: population of 500 and the Development Trust was set up in 2004.
Developments have included a heritage centre, oral history and photos archive, youth
community centre, drop in service, community garden. The Trust owns a 10% share of
the wind farm on Sanday which provides income for local projects. It has recently bought
three properties in a village that had been on a path of decline – the properties will be
renovated and will include a gateway home to enable people to test living on the island.
A new playpark is also included in the planned development. The Trust is currently
conducting research into energy production and use on the island with a view to exploring
the potential of hydrogen. Social care for elderly people is a big issue with elderly people
having to move off the island to get the care they need. The Trust has submitted a stage
1 proposal to the Scottish Land Fund to take forward a community-led co-housing
development.
Rachel, Shapinsay: the Development Trust has built the Boathouse community hub, it
has an EV available for local use, provides an ‘out of hours’ ferry service after the council
ferry stops at 5.30pm and it is taking part in the Community Energy Scotland project, ‘The
Big Hit’ which is testing hydrogen production and storage – hydrogen is produced using
curtailed energy from the community turbine and a local water source. It is stored in
cylinders with some being used to heat the school and the rest transported to a storage
area in Kirkwall where it is used to power the ferries overnight. The community wind
turbine on Shapinsay generates significant income for the community and enables the
provision of the mini bus, EV, out of ours ferry etc. The EV is used locally to take people
to the doctor, shopping or events, pick up prescriptions, papers etc. Plans are currently
being progressed to build six new houses on the island and these will have the flexibility
to adapt for elderly/disability care. (Shapinsay population 300).

We were delighted that Rachel from Shapinsay, our
learning exchange host from last year, was able to
join us in Tiree. As part of our exchange everyone
brought information, leaflets and some local produce
from their own island to share – this is Rachel showing
Camille samples from Sew Shapinsay.

James: works in international island collaboration, currently working in the Caribbean and
works with both UHI and the Global Islands Partnership. Aim to use modern technology
and communications to bridge the gap between islands across the world to enable better
collaboration and in particular around sustainability e.g. innovation in energy, transport,
waste disposal etc.
Ann, Tiree: a big challenge for the island is its dependence on tourism and the impact
that the growth in tourism is having. The Community Trust is doing well, employs a
number of staff and has developed many projects on the island. It can sometimes be
difficult to manage expectations and say no to taking some projects forward.
Alastair, Luing: Luing has a 3-minute ferry crossing and after campaigning for 40 years the
council has agreed to run the ferry on a Sunday! The population is 160 and half are over
sixty. Three years ago the community built the Atlantic Islands Centre as a community
and visitor hub. It has created five new jobs and a much-needed resource for the island
but with revenue funding now at an end there is a need to ensure its viability and this
isn’t an easy task. Developing such a large project takes a lot of energy and commitment
from volunteers and it can also be difficult finding the skills and staff that are needed
when the population is so small. The Lorn Islands Partnership (LIP) was set up with the
help of DTAS and some Scottish Government funding – it has given a big boost to all four
islands (Luing, Lismore, Kerrara and Easdale) in terms of working together and increasing
capacity but as with so many good projects, it is difficult to know how to keep it going
once the funding finishes. 40% of houses on the island are holiday homes and the two
main settlements are conservation villages which significantly restricts improvement,
particularly in terms of energy efficiency. The only shop is up for sale and a community
buy out has been considered in the past, but the low profitability of the shop makes its
viability very vulnerable.
Zoe, Luing: Zoe is involved with the Luing Heritage Centre which is located upstairs in the
Atlantic Islands Centre and includes a well-resourced local archive. The Heritage Centre

is a member of the Argyll & Bute Heritage Forum.
Theona, Grimsay: population of less than 200 and has a long history of community activity
including Uist Wool which has just hosted the 2018 North Atlantic Native Sheep and Wool
Conference; a good harbor and scallop business – Kalin Shellfish employs 30 people on
the island; the church was originally built by local people and is now back in community
ownership and being used for a café, local produce, heritage centre, ceilidhs etc. Some
of the challenges include the Hebrides being seen from the outside as a ‘lifestyle’ choice
and as a result attracting a lot of retired people to live there and this has a knock-on effect
to services, particularly heath care, housing etc.
Frank, Cumbrae: population is 1,400 and on a weekend in May this year that figure grew
to 29,000! 75,000 visitors come to Cumbrae each year which can put a strain on the island
and its infrastructure. Community activity is strong with a community garden, elderly
forum which runs a charity shop, lunch club and mini bus, and the Garrison House
Community Hub. Owning land is key to community empowerment and development.
Jean, Islay: lots of different community groups are running on Islay e.g. the Energy Trust
is looking at wind and tidal energy, there is a museum group, South Islay Development
which runs the petrol pumps and has developed playing fields, Harbour Association, ReJIG
(now Islay Development Initiative) which has recently moved away from its recycling
activity and is now involved in a community woodland initiative. The private sector is
booming and there is no unemployment on the island but there is a real issue around
lack of housing – this is difficult to demonstrate to the council as people don’t tend to
add themselves to the housing list. Lack of investment in infrastructure is also a problem
for the island, particularly given the ongoing growth in distilleries and tourism – the ferries
are already full, roads can’t cope, not enough housing, school building is old and not fit
for purpose. The community council gets a budget of £702 per year – how is it supposed
to meaningfully participate and represent the island community at meetings,
consultations, decision-making etc with such little capacity and resource.
Kiki & Sebastian, Lismore: population is around 180 and the Community Trust has taken
forward a number of projects. It had previously explored buying land but this resulted in
a division of opinion within the community and the board and went no further. The
feasibility of a wind turbine was also explored but didn’t proceed as there was 50:50 split.
There is a community hall, grannie bus, lunch club, heritage centre (which is quite
challenging to keep going). The local shop owner is due to retire which leaves uncertainty
over its future. Losing young people is a major issue as is lack of housing but it can be
difficult to demonstrate this need. The Lorn Islands Partnership has made a difference
in terms of helping the four islands to work together and it employs support staff which
adds to the capacity of each island. So far collaborative work has included a climate
challenge fund grant, a collective housing needs survey and development of a tourism
management strategy.

Cameron, Mull & Iona: South West Mull & Iona Development took on the ownership of
a commercial forest four years ago with the aim of generating income, providing a
resource for the community and creating woodland crofts. Recently it has taken on the
lease of the Columba building (owned by Historic Environment Scotland) in Fionnphort
and this is being used for office space and to house the local arts and crafts co-operative
– it attracted over 700 visitors in its firth month. Currently looking into options for making
it easier for boats and the ferry to access fuel. Capacity is a challenge – its take a lot of
time and energy to work up projects and if core funding and staffing could be increased
it would make a huge difference and many more good projects could be realised.
Alison, Mull: Alison’s work with HWDT is currently exploring marine tourism and how to
make it more sustainable, avoiding the creation of ‘honeypot’ spots and spreading the
value across all communities. One project they are taking forward is the Hebridean Whale
Trail which will work with communities where land-based whale sightings are good. Some
issues include staff housing and retention due to seasonality, finding office premises and
child care.
Terry, Mull: Terry is the Co-ordinator for Ross of Mull & Iona Community Transport and
highlighted lack of a capacity as a significant hindrance to community transport and
other island activity. People form the community that are working on the ground have a
very strong ethic to make things work and as good as they can but this isn’t always the
case with the range of representatives that sit on boards and committees.
Rosie, Orkney: Rosie is a researcher with a particular interest in career development in
small communities and migration and works within a number of island academic
networks including UHI and the International Small Islands Studies Association.

Day 2: Learning Exchange & Empowering Small Island Communities
1. Tiree Community Development Trust
Presented by Ann MacDonald and Iain Tainsh.
Tiree has a population of 650 and has 230 inhabited households. Visitors are hugely
important to the island economy and there is a fairly long season where it is busy from
March until October.
There are currently 100 pupils and 30 staff in the school which includes primary and
secondary. Having the secondary school helps families to stay on the island rather than
having to move to the mainland and the school has a highly successful record in pupils
going on to college and university. Further access to vocational training and
apprenticeships would be a welcome development.
Self-employment on Tiree is high – 18 people are involved in fishing, there are at least 40
female entrepreneurs running a wide range of businesses. The Croft House Grant Scheme
staff are based on Tiree which is a great example of how government jobs can work
remotely.
Community activity is strong with over
50 different groups.
TCDT has
developed a number of communityowned assets many of which have been
made possible by having Tilley, Tiree’s
wind turbine. Tilley was installed 8 years
ago and has generated £1.5 million for
the community so far. Projects have
included improvements to the two
island harbours to help safeguard local
fishing; the Noust – a building created by
the maritime trust to teach traditional The Noust, Tiree
boat-building skills; and most recently,
the Trust is exploring community-ownership of the Hynish complex which has been
offered by the Hebridean Trust.

The stunning Hynish Complex which provided all our accommodation, meals and meeting space on Tiree.

TCDT was formed in 2006 and has around 300 members (children can become junior
members). Its main board has 12 directors, 9 of which are elected. The Trust has regular
training on governance and induction for new directors and has recently introduced a
time limit for directors – now required to step down after three, 3-year spells.
Three subsidiary groups have been set up and a fourth is in the pipeline:
•
•
•
•

Broadband which runs a community broadband scheme with 160 subscribers and
provides up to 10MB for domestic property and 20MB for businesses.
TREL which was set up in 2007 to develop and manage Tilley.
TCMAL – Tiree Community Maritime Assets Ltd which was set up to take forward
the harbor projects.
Hynish group which is still working on negotiations. As well as the accommodation
and meeting room that we have been using for S.I.F there is also potential to
develop the former barracks into housing units.

The Trust employs 7 staff which includes 3 in the office, the Tiree Ranger post which is
partly funded by the Trust, Discover Tiree and external grant; Gaelic Development Officer;
Youth Worker and a Curam Outreach Worker.
Part of the income from Tilley contributes to the running costs of the Trust and this is
used to lever in further funding e.g. Robertson Trust, SNH. A maintenance contract with
ENERCON costs approximately £40,000 per year and the remaining income from Tilley is
spilt between 20% for the Trust, and 80% for the community windfall fund.
Skills Education and Training Grants of up to £250 are made available for anybody on the

island to take part in training or education, giving a more equal footing with people on
the mainland who can more easily access training. Individuals can receive up to 2 SET
grants pa.
Tilley has an estimated lifespan of 20-25 years and with the FITS regime coming to an end
in March 2019 there won’t be the same return on a new turbine (Imogen highlighted that
if it is only the turbine head that is replaced then it may still be possible to retain FITS).
Tiree has a thriving traditional music scene
which gives huge value to the economy as
well as local culture and heritage. The
annual music festival generates over £1
million within Argyll and the Tiree
Homecoming events in 2006 and 2016
attracted folk from all over the world.
In terms of land use there are 5 farms and
around 90 croft businesses, mostly cattle,
sheep and sileage – crofting is a significant
aspect of island life.
S.I.F Chair, Camille presenting our thank you gift to TCDT

2. Keynote Address, Michael Russell MSP
Camille gave us a brief introduction to the day, the ethos behind the SMART Island
Initiative ,its ten key points and the implications from Brexit.
This was followed by our warm thanks to Michael Russell MSP who took the time to
introduce our first policy sessions via a video message.

3. Islands (Scotland) Act
Presented by Ann, S.I.F Director and TCDT.
Ann outlined the timeline of developing the Act and the main points it contains. Main
points discussed:
•
•
•

Section 7 on island ‘proofing’ – the list of public bodies needs to be added to e.g.
Royal Mail, Loganair, energy providers etc.
There will be 11 months to feed into the National Islands Plan – expected by
Aug/Sep 2019.
Section 15 & 16 outline plans to devolve more powers to Local Authorities – keen
to see this devolved further to actual communities, particularly for the smaller

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

islands and where there isn’t an island-based council.
Section 16 highlights a duty to consult – vital that this includes island communities
and not restricted to Local Authorities. Important for S.I.F to proactively engage
with discussions, push for bottom-up consultation and keep members informed.
Having specific island duties held in legislation provides a good tool for
communities to refer back to and make sure voices are heard.
The small island voice needs to be heard but genuine community engagement may
be restricted due to our limited capacity. It will be important to campaign for a
change in the democratic process that will enable decisions to be taken nearer
to the community as well as continued funding for S.I.F in its provision of a
conduit.
How do we make it work – firstly find out council plans and relate these back to
each island.
There is a lack of statistics, benchmarking and indicators to inform decisionmaking – this is an area of work that S.I.F should explore further.
Collaboration and working together across different island councils should be
promoted in order to share good practice e.g. esgoil in the Western Isles could link
up with schools in Argyll & Bute.
Awareness of Islands Act is low within the general public and it would be good to
increase this.

4. Crown Estate & Maximising Marine Assets
Presented by Robert Trythall, Tiree. Link to Marine Scotland Briefing.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Following devolution of the management of the Crown Estate to Scotland, work is
underway to set out a process for running it.
Consultation can be flawed as we have seen recently with the kelp harvesting
scoping report – we must push to be seen as stakeholders.
Robert highlighted the report produced by the Coastal Communities Network
regarding kelp harvest (S.I.F is an Associated Member of CCN).
Historically the Crown Estate has pushed for developments that will maximize
revenue – going forward, in Scotland, that revenue should go back to island
communities although in reality the potential for income generation is not likely
to be significant.
Local Authorities may take on marine licensing – check the plans for your LA.
Understand our brief and find out who the key civil servants are and work with
them.

5. What will Brexit mean for you?

Workshop developed in association with Scottish Rural Action and facilitated by Sandy
Brunton – the purpose was to identify issues, concerns and potential opportunities
around Brexit and discussion included:
1. General discussion on island concerns:
• Island vulnerability due to small population – on some islands more than 50% of
the jobs across the spectrum of teaching, care sector, doctors, dentist, fishing,
hospitality etc are currently delivered by EU workers.
•

Exporting of goods and materials – small scale fishing plays a fundamental role in
many island economies and is critical for retaining young people on the islands.
For example, in recognition of the importance of fishing to Tiree’s economy and
population retention, Tiree Community Development Trust has recently invested
£1.2 million in harbour upgrades. Currently up to 90% of the shellfish caught on
the islands is exported to France and Spain – what will happen after Brexit?

•

Fish farming is a major contributor to the Scottish economy – what will happen to
salmon exports after Brexit.

•

In agriculture, crofting is hugely important to the island economy and wider
community sustainability – crofting is estimated to be worth £4 million, £2.5
million of which is EU subsidy. Crofting is also a public investment as it maintains
a unique and valuable but delicate environment – if crofting becomes unviable it
could lead to more bracken, a much-diminished environment and more ticks.

•

Infrastructure projects to bring about equal standards for all EU citizens has
provided enormous investment to the islands over the years.

•

The uncertainty we will face over the next few years will likely deter investment
and new developments.

2. Identify and prioritise concerns (1 to 4 with 1 being most important):
1
Impact on Scottish resources - concern that there will be less funding available
and more centralisation/less distribution of funds to island communities.
Island views/voice not being heard.
Population decline on the islands will increase.
2
Cost of living could increase with higher inflation
Detrimental effect of the current uncertainty and lack of clarity
Loss of EU workers leaving businesses and services vulnerable
EU has aimed to tackle the islands disadvantages, what will take the place of
the current protection through Article 174?
Lower quality of life and impact on education.
3
Impact on tourism – practicalities, cost increases and perception/image of UK
Mental health issues increase due to issues e.g. farming
Island voice diminished without the EU and the divide between urban and
rural widens even further
Fairness for island communities is reduced.
4
Food, disrupted supply chain and threat to island shellfish industry
International mobility both for people from the UK and those wishing to move
here.
Uncertainty leads to increased risk of aversion leading to lack of progress
leading to apathy
Loss of EU workers from key skilled and professional sector jobs
Others Island economy in farming and fishing is currently marginal and may no longer
be viable if support and markets decreases and tariffs increase. Cattle
breeding may also be impacted with blood lines becoming limited.
A backward step for community empowerment, a less equitable society and
less investment in island and remote communities – lack of interest or
understanding of island communities by Westminster
Impact on transport and infrastructure investment.
Impact on environment and ecology
Collaboration between UK and EU countries will be restricted
3. Identify & prioritise opportunities:
1
No deminimis threshold and less bureaucracy
Immigration could be enhanced to become more in line with need/gaps
Out of adversity comes the opportunity to be more ‘goat’, doing things for
ourselves rather than sheep that follow.

A chance to have a proper constitutional review and new, better framework,
improved local governance and democracy
Development of a more circular economy
2
Change in focus of subsidies
Fewer superfluous imports and more emphasis on low carbon economies
Islands could become more resilient and self-sufficient
Greater collaboration with other UK and overseas islands could increase
3
Complete analysis of fish farm revenue – what do islands actually gain
Governance reform.
4
Open up new (non-EU) networks
Self-reliance and more focus on developing and buying Scottish produce.
Job opportunities to fill gap left by EU workers
Others Increase community connections – help each other out more.
Scotland become a world leader in Education
Shake up of political parties and radical reform.

6. Island Health & Social Care
Presented by Rosie Alexander and Cùram Tiree. Rosie introduced the research from
Orkney followed by a good practice example from Tiree’s Curam.
HIE and Voluntary Action Orkney had been discussing issues around social care and
invited seven Development Trusts from Orkney’s islands to help take forward a project
that would research issues and solutions. Funding was secured from Aspiring
Communities and Rosie was appointed to conduct the research.
The findings show that residents were very positive about primary and emergency heath
care provision through the Isles Network of Care. One of the main issues is around the
lack of provision of adapted housing and home care to enable people to stay at home
rather than travel to or stay on the mainland to get the care they need.
Some of the main points discussed:
•

Carers are very highly valued and while it is expensive to provide this care on
islands, it should result in savings elsewhere – research and data is needed to
highlight the savings and wider economic benefit of providing care services on
islands.

•

An island ‘flag’ should be developed in the system for appointments as part of
island proofing to take account of travel, time off works etc.

•

The recent introduction of a requirement for care workers to gain an SVQ2 is a
significant concern for the small islands, restricting even further the number of

people available to take on care roles.
•

The challenge for island communities is that they have limited ability to provide
highly regulated aspects of care themselves. They do however have more ability
to provide less regulated aspects of care, particularly in terms of broader social
support. Provision of social support can help the rest of the system function well.

•

Social support may include things like: befriending, community transport and lift
giving, lunch clubs and meal services, shopping, light housework, gardening,
information and advice, handyperson schemes etc.

•

Delivery of care by communities is possible. There are examples of day care
provision and home care provision being run by communities. However, this
normally needs the support of statutory authorities or a care agency. Often
communities start by providing support services and then move into provision of
care services.

•

Across Scotland, there is a great deal of pressure on statutory providers (councils
and NHS) to engage in true innovation of health and care services, collaborating
with local communities to co-produce services. In practice co-production has been
challenging. Some parts of Highland region have seen some attempts, including
the development of a model of care for Eigg and the small isles following the Nuka
model.

•

SIF has recently published a briefing note on care in the Scottish islands, which
made a number of recommendations. Delegates were referred to the briefing for
further information.

Cùram, Tiree
Cùram Thiriodh was set up in 2011, partly inspired by a visit to a successful sheltered
housing and day care facility in Lochcarron. The group was set up to explore and take
forward integrated progressive care services for the island’s elderly residents.
Originally the Resource Centre in Tiree was funded by the Council but when this support
came to an end, it was taken on by Cùram. The Resource Club is a vital component for
Tiree’s elderly, providing a lunch club, various social activities, respite care, meals on
wheels and a very much valued Outreach Worker. Cùram also has a mini bus which can
take people to events, shopping, library, doctor etc.
The volunteers that run Cùram run a series of events and activities each year to raise
money locally and are one of many groups on Tiree that benefit from the Windfall Fund
– combined with other match funding, this is fundamental in keeping the service running.

7. The Impact of Tourism
Presented by John Bowler, Tiree RSPB Officer & Access Group Chair and Stephanie Cope,
TCDT Ranger.
Numbers of campervans/motorhomes visiting Tiree in June-July 2009 increased by 154%
compared to the same period in 2008, following the introduction of RET. While this
brought some economic benefits, it also became clear that detrimental impacts were
emerging – vehicles driving over crofting ground, designated machair damaged, cattle in
danger from rubbish left behind including chemical toilet waste etc.
TCDT set up the Access Group which includes Discover Tiree, Tiree Rural Development
Ltd, Argyll Estates, SNH and water-sports operators and it has taken a series of steps to
manage the impact while at the same time welcoming visitors:
•

A range of materials and brochures outlining the do’s and don’ts when out and
about on Tiree was produced and a guide for campervans is distributed on the
ferry.

•

Some of the more vulnerable paths and areas of machair that were being
damaged have been blocked off to prevent further erosion and to allow recovery.

•

In 2009, there were no official sites on the island for the campervans to go, so they
ended up parking overnight on crofting land. A public meeting was held to discuss
a campervan scheme, which obtained broad consensus from participants –
crofters were asked to provide a small space for up to 3 camper vans and the
visitors would be charged £10 per night with £9 going to the crofter and £1 going
towards running the scheme. Since then there is now also an official campsite on
the island and another is in the pipeline.

•

When booking a campervan on the ferry there is a pop up that states you must
have booked a site.

•

A disposal point for chemical toilet waste was developed behind the public toilets
at Scarinish.

•

Since 2013, funding from SNH and three years of funding from HLF, together with
money from Discover Tiree and TCDT has enabled the employment of a Ranger
who runs many activities to assist visitors and reduce potential conflict with land
managers. The current Ranger, Stephanie invites visitors to drop in to meet her at
the TCDT office where she can guide them on where to go, where to park, what
to see etc. Guided walks are provided, marked styles across fences to make it easy
for people to see where to go, disabled access to the beach is enhanced with the
availability of beach accessible wheelchairs, ‘Taste of Tiree’ nights are held which
include a talk, local baking etc and gets the message across of how important it is
to look after the island.

•

Friends of Nàdair Thiriodh was set up to try to raise a little bit of income for the
Ranger Service – a newsletter is provided, cards for sale etc.

•

Currently a ring & ride bus is provided by the Council on Tiree.

•

Visitor numbers are around 20,000 per year.

•

Visitors sometimes still believe that they have the right to wild camp from a
vehicle – this isn’t actually allowed and should be made clearer within the
Scottish Outdoor Access Code.

•

Important to manage visitor expectations – there is currently only one serviced
campsite on the island and the croft campervan sites lack basic facilities.

•

RET has made the crossing more expensive for locals as they can no longer buy a

book of tickets, which were cheaper per crossing. The idea of having RET in the
winter only to benefit locals was discussed.

8. Waste & Marine Plastics
Presented by Camille and Catriona Spink, Tiree
Islands are the front line in the enormous issue around marine plastic:
Rubbish collected by Catriona from a recent beach clean on
Tiree

•
•
•
•

Camille showed evidence of nurdles she has collected from the beach on Eigg
which, following analysis, were showed to contain PCB’s and DDT, both banned in
the 1970’s and 80s.
An Orca washed up on Tiree showed the highest level of contamination every
recorded.
Mussels now have plastic fibre in their flesh.
Catriona emptied out a couple of bags of rubbish she had collected from a beach
in Tiree – there was everything from fishing net to bale wrap, straws, broken bits
etc. One project she has been involved in was to take pupils from the surf club
and everyone picked up something from the beach clean, made a design and then
these were printed up as postcards. The school also made a ‘planet plastic’
animation to raise awareness of the impact of plastics.

•

Camille introduced the Marine Conservation Society policy statement – agreed
that we should send a strong message to the Scottish Government regarding the
development of a comprehensive litter policy. S.I.F to develop a statement for
agreement by members.

Some of the cards made by children on Tiree to raise
awareness of marine plastic on their island.

Day 2: Learning Exchange & SMART islands
1. Island Housing
Presented by Cameron Anson, Our Island Home.
The Scottish Government has a target to build 50,000 new affordable homes by 2021 but
it can be difficult to deliver in remote and island communities and there isn’t a specific
target to reach such communities - research by Rural Housing Scotland showed that while
rural communities make up 17% of the Scottish population, so far only 6% of the housing
investment has been spent here.
At the moment housing investment is determined by:
Need: every Local Authority uses a standard housing needs and demand toolkit to
determine where investment should go. The difficulty for island communities is that the
standard system used doesn’t adequately reflect the situation on the ground – people
don’t tend to add their names to the housing list as it can seem pointless if there are no
houses are available in the island community they want to live in or they may be allocated
a house somewhere else. The current system doesn’t take account of demand e.g. jobs
that can’t be filled because there is no housing, people that would like to move/stay on
the island but can’t because there is no housing etc.

Cost: there is a significantly higher costs attached to housing development on the islands
– economies of scale, transport etc. If a council is faced with reaching a target of 500 new
homes, then it is much easier and cheaper to achieve this by building large-scale
developments on easily developable land. For example, in Argyll and Bute, 300 houses
outside Oban is far more cost effective than building two houses on Tiree. Sometimes
when councils/housing associations do decide to invest in island housing they offset the
additional cost with standardised and thus cheaper build specs which results in new
housing that isn’t suited to the local community or environment.
Housing is absolutely key to island sustainability and needs to be part of the fabric of the
community – development is pointless if there isn’t enough housing or if the wrong type
of housing is built.
What communities can do:
• Research and understand housing need on your island, what you want and why
you need it and how it fits within wider government policy.
•

Demonstrate the need – OIH can help with this through its housing needs
assessment. In Argyll and Bute they have assisted the Scottish Government and
Argyll & Bute Council to design a ‘Community Housing Needs Assessment toolkit.

•

Campaign for change – Become familiar with the HIE report “Stimulating Housing
Development”. A good example is Arran Development Trust/Arran Economic
Group stimulating housing development on Arran after identifying the impact the
lack of affordable housing has on their economy. Sandy highlighted that having
gained insight and experience through the Ulva Ferry housing project, MICT
campaigned that HIE make housing one of its priorities given the essential link
between housing and economic development.

•

Don’t take no for an answer. Ulva Ferry is such a good example of what can be
achieved when you carry on until you get
something innovative and based on what the
community wants and needs. The school was at
risk of closure and therefore the housing was
seen as a way to attract families to the
community – the letting policy developed gave
a higher weighting to those with primary age
children and has resulted in two families moving
in, each with three children. The houses were
also designed to be nice to live in, innovative
and cheap to run – energy bill is expected to be
£330 a year.

Housing is a massive task for a community to take on but unfortunately on islands it is

often the case that if the community doesn’t take it on it just won’t happen. Our Island
Home can help communities demonstrate housing need and take forward communityowned housing solutions:
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrating housing need and supporting groups throughout the development
process.
Working with your local council to campaign for housing.
Identify land and funding to buy it.
Peer learning events and case studies.
The MICT Project Manager that worked on Ulva Ferry can also work with other
community-led housing projects through OIH.

Highlighted again that the current model used to identify need and therefore influence
where housing is delivered isn’t working for the islands – agreed that S.I.F should prepare
a statement that reflects this and the need to island proof housing policy. Housing
investment should be based on growth and sustainability and not limited to need and
cost.

2. Island Population & Demographics
Presented by Theona Morrison & Thomas Fisher, CODEL (Community Development Lens)
•

There are many ‘lights’ that keep a community going – school, doctor, shop,
services, houses, social scene etc. It’s important to shine a light on Uist and other
islands that have a growing population and the reasons that people, particularly
young people, are moving and returning to islands.

•

Young people are coming back and making an
enormous difference – Uist is no longer in
decline and Councils should be planning for
growth rather than managing decline.

•

Reasons for returning include music, sense of
community and social life, the value of local
heritage and culture as well as good education
in smaller schools, quality of life and improved
connectivity that enables remote working. The
community sector is very active in Uist and has
contributed massively to development over
the last few years – 1 out of 10 young people’s
jobs are within the community sector.

•

To build on the research carried out, CODEL has some Scottish Government
funding to develop a Leadership Programme for young people – it will involve 16
young people who will be offered support and coaching to help them take forward
their ideas. The wider aim is to design a model that can be replicated in other
areas.

•

Having a better understanding and data on island local economic priorities and
then having the scope to link that to the curriculum would enable local solutions
and aspirations to be realised.

•

School children often think there are no jobs out there for them and they need to
move away – we need to get better at promoting the wide variety of jobs,
businesses and opportunities on islands.

•

Procurement rules that means everything has to be carried out from a central
office rather than locally, needs to change.

3. Clean Energy for EU Islands
Presented by Gillian Hurding, Community Energy Scotland.
Gillian highlighted the collaborative work of S.I.F, ESIN, CES and some island councils over
a number of years to put pressure on EU plans and policy for islands - starting with the
Pact of Islands, the SMILEGOV project followed and resulted in the development of the
Smart Islands Initiative and Declaration which takes us to the current time where the role
of energy on islands has been specifically recognised and the unique Clean Energy for EU
Islands Programme developed – it is absolutely essential that S.I.F and the Scottish
Islands don’t lose these collaborative frameworks and connections as a result of Brexit.
As a legacy of the SMILEGOV project, training is still available on how to develop a
Sustainable Energy Action Plan.
Scottish islands are at the cutting edge of technology and innovation in renewable energy,
examples include:
•
•
•

Islay Energy Trust which sells surplus electricity to a distillery.
ACCESS project on Mull which developed a system to allow the community hydro
scheme to run to its full capacity by directly connecting properties to its supply.
Surf ‘n’ Turf in Eday – the community turbine was curtailed 80% of the time and
through the project an electrolyser was bought to make hydrogen from the
curtailed energy. The hydrogen is transported to Kirkwall pier where it is
converted back into electricity and used to charge the ferries overnight. Scottish
Government is now looking into investing in hydrogen powered ferries.

•
•

•

Big Hit project on Shapinsay which also produces hydrogen from curtailed energy,
part of which is used to heat the school and the rest is used for the ferries at
Kirkwall.
Outer Hebrides Local Energy Hub which aims to demonstrate how different
technologies can be linked up e.g. curtailed power from the turbine can be stored
as hydrogen and converted back into electricity to charge EV’s; fish waste can be
used to produce biogas.
Heat Smart Orkney which aims to tackle fuel poverty by creating local demand for
curtailed turbine energy.

Small islands are pioneers in developing innovative energy systems and we must continue
to campaign for recognition and support – the Clean Energy EU Islands Secretariat is now
in place and progressing the development of an online platform to share best practice as
well as a technical facility to share advice and guidance. A Horizon 2020 project call is in
the pipeline that will provide development grants for island energy projects.
The next meeting about the Clean Energy EU Islands programme will take place in
Lanzarote in November – S.I.F and the Scottish islands will be represented.

4. International Connections, James Ellsmoor
James highlighted opportunities for islands to collaborate internationally. He invited
both S.I.F and local development trusts to join the Global Islands Partnership as friends,
a free opportunity that would invite members to meet online on a quarterly basis and
share opportunities. Sharing strategies across islands provides an opportunity to benefit
and learn from remote locations.
James also invited those present to subscribe to the Island Innovation newsletter and
share stories from their own islands.

5. Island Priorities Wrap up Session
Facilitated by Sandy Brunton.
1. What does S.I.F currently do well (1 to 4 where 1 is considered most important and
the number in brackets shows the number each was listed)
1

2

3

Connecting the islands and bringing people together (3)
Giving small island communities a voice (2)
Sharing information and good practice (1)
Giving islands a voice and providing a conduit to link and influence policy (3)
Opening avenues for addressing ecological future matters (1)
Providing support and inspiration between island groups (1)
Shared learning and ideas (4)

4

Connection with European networks and responding to policy (1)
Being welcoming and supportive (1)
Support for Scottish representation internationally (1)
Raising the profile of Scottish islands (1)
Networking (1)
Taking a holistic approach (1)

2. In addition to the above, what should S.I.F focus on going forward
1

2

3

4

Increase political influence – lobbying and become part of statutory process for
Islands Act consultation engagement (2)
Increase profile (1)
Help islanders maximise smart energy revenues (1)
Work on marine pollution (1)
Develop an evidence base (1)
Engage young people (1)
Develop cases studies and more communication (1)
Rationalise the number of working groups/themes to focus on (1)
Raising awareness and increasing communication opportunities (1)
Build capacity of S.I.F (1)
Develop an island youth initiative (1)
Work on island sustainability (1)
Lobbying to push new ideas forward (1)
Become a conduit for information for islands (1)
Focus on hard to reach communities (1)
Action plan for identifiable progress (1)
Create a sustainable future for S.I.F (1)
Produce evidence-based policy recommendations (1)
Facilitate joint projects across the membership (1)
Lobby to protect islands against Brexit impact (1)
Raise profile of S.I.F (1)
Lobby Scottish Government for further support (1)
Keep ensuring the island vice is heard (1)
Promote the understanding of the value of a circular economy to small island
communities.

What a rich and inspiring time we had on Tiree and would like to extend our warmest
thanks to Tiree Community Development Trust for hosting our visit and to everyone that
came along, contributed and made the event possible.

Visit to the amazing ‘Tilley’ as part of our learning exchange tour on Tiree
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